
City Rink capacities - As of Sept 15-2020

Sanitized rink side 
seats/ change 

spots

Guardian/ 
parent/ 

caregiver attend.

Certified bench staff 
during 

evaluation/training/pr
actice

Certified bench staff 
(GAMES related) as per 

sport organization
Total distanced spots 

per bench area

Can Parents 
watch and 

where?

Is Penalty 
Box 

Available
Game sheets 

Yes/No Entry Requirements Other Notes

Waterloo WMRC 25
1 per underage 
participant

1 /bench/evaluation 
session

WMHA -Max 2 / bench 
WGMHA - Max 3 / 
bench

6 bench + 1 penalty 
box spot

1 parent/player; 
designated 
seating area

 No - being 
used for staff Yes

all participants - players; coaches; parents must complete 
screening questionnaire prior to arriving. Must arrive 20 minutes 
before ice time. Only use designated entrances for each arena. 
Ravens website has the maps for each arena and the entrance 
locations

Waterloo RIM Park - Pillers 25
1 per underage 
participant

1 /bench/evaluation 
session

WMHA -Max 2 / bench 
WGMHA - Max 3 / 
bench

6 bench + 1 penalty 
box spot

1 parent/player; 
designated 
seating area

 No - being 
used for staff Yes

all participants - players; coaches; parents must complete 
screening questionnaire prior to arriving. Must arrive 20 minutes 
before ice time. Only use designated entrances for each arena. 
Ravens website has the maps for each arena and the entrance 
locations

Waterloo RIM Park - Optimist 25
1 per underage 
participant

1 /bench/evaluation 
session

WMHA -Max 2 / bench 
WGMHA - Max 3 / 
bench

4 bench + 2 chairs + 1 
penalty box spot

1 parent/player; 
designated 
seating area

 No - being 
used for staff Yes

all participants - players; coaches; parents must complete 
screening questionnaire prior to arriving. Must arrive 20 minutes 
before ice time. Only use designated entrances for each arena. 
Ravens website has the maps for each arena and the entrance 
locations

Waterloo RIM Park - Lions 25
1 per underage 
participant

1 /bench/evaluation 
session

WMHA -Max 2 / bench 
WGMHA - Max 3 / 
bench

4 bench + 2 chairs + 1 
penalty box spot

1 parent/player; 
designated 
seating area

 No - being 
used for staff Yes

all participants - players; coaches; parents must complete 
screening questionnaire prior to arriving. Must arrive 20 minutes 
before ice time. Only use designated entrances for each arena. 
Ravens website has the maps for each arena and the entrance 
locations

Waterloo AMCC - Mercedes 24
1 per underage 
participant

1 /bench/evaluation 
session

WMHA -Max 2 / bench 
WGMHA - Max 3 / 
bench

5 bench spots only 
+ 1 penalty box spot 
(Trainer on chair 
near bench)

1 parent/player; 
designated 
seating area

 No - being 
used for staff Yes

all participants - players; coaches; parents must complete 
screening questionnaire prior to arriving. Must arrive 20 minutes 
before ice time. Only use designated entrances for each arena. 
Ravens website has the maps for each arena and the entrance 
locations

Waterloo AMCC - PFAFF 24
1 per underage 
participant

1 /bench/evaluation 
session

WMHA -Max 2 / bench 
WGMHA - Max 3 / 
bench

5 bench spots only 
+ 1 penalty box spot 
(Trainer on chair 
near bench)

1 parent/player; 
designated 
seating area

 No - being 
used for staff Yes

all participants - players; coaches; parents must complete 
screening questionnaire prior to arriving. Must arrive 20 minutes 
before ice time. Only use designated entrances for each arena. 
Ravens website has the maps for each arena and the entrance 
locations

Waterloo MOSES Springer 24
1 per underage 
participant TBA TBA

4 bench spots only + 1 
penalty box spot

1 parent/player; 
designated 
seating area

 No - being 
used for staff Yes

all participants - players; coaches; parents must complete 
screening questionnaire prior to arriving. Must arrive 20 minutes 
before ice time. Only use designated entrances for each arena. 
Ravens website has the maps for each arena and the entrance 
locations

WOOLWICH SNYDER & ST. JACOBS 25
1 per underage 
participant N/A 2 Max / Bench 5 players per bench Stands only NO Yes

Enter front door in St. Jacobs; back door in Elmira.  Arrive 20 
minutes before ice time; arena opens 15 minutes before and 
players, staff and spectators are admitted then the doors lock.  
Each team to screen their own players, staff and spectators.  
We also have a spectator link on our website for a questionnaire 
if screening was not done in advance.  Two dressing rooms per 
team; max 8 players in each.  Players must be mostly dressed 
before arriving and just need shoulder pads, skates and jersey.  
Small bag allowed.  Vacate dressing room within 10 minutes.

Can only have 25 at ice level...this includes players, referees and team staff.  
Thus, if 18 players and 2 officials; only 2 staff can be at ice level.  Trainer 
could be in the stands...can get to the ice from the stands if needed.

AYR North Dumfries Community Centre

18-19 pending 
dressing room 
assignment (range 
from 8-10 per room) 
extra chairs 
available in alcove 
for additional player 
dressing area 2 per participant N/A 3 Masked Staff No Set Number Stands Only Yes Yes

Spectators will be required to use a QR scanner for contact 
tracing prior to entry. 
Players & Bench Staff to complete own center Health 
Questionnaire (info to be provided if requested by PH).

Spectators enter at Ice time. Seating is not sanitized between use, reccomend 
standing as track is closed. 
Players & Bench Staff may enter 25mins prior to ice time. 

Brantford Wayne Gretzky Centre 30

under 50 people 
to enter facility 
with the entire 
group N/A

No limit as long as they can 
keep distance

They do not have a set 
number. Stands only Yes Yes

Screening complete, Enter with a Brantford coach / Manager. 
Entrance is 10 minutes before game time and departure is 10 
minutes after. No Dressing Rooms (Goalie Exception can 
enter 15 minutes before and have a dressing room). Players 
come fully or partially dressed. Bags Allowed.

30 on ice maximum, 50 people maxium in rink area (no lobby)- not every 
player can bring a spectator inside. We are suggesting 2 coaches, 1 trainer 
per bench. Everyone entering must be screened and tracked.

Brantford 
(Brant) Brant Sports Complex 20 32 N/A Stands only Yes

Arrive 15 minutes before exit with 15 minutes of game 
completion. Come partially/fully dressed, Bags allowed, 
Dressing Rooms opened but not locked 

20 on ice maximum, 32 spectators in seating area (no lobby)- everyone 
entering must be screened and tracked, everyone MUST complete a form for 
the rink prior to entry. We do not plan on using this rink for games unless 
needed.

Wilmot Wilmot Rec Complex 25
1 parent/guardian 
per player N/A

25 per game less 2 refs=23 
players and coaches, based 
on 9 players one team can 
have 2 and the other 3 staff

They do not have a set 
number

lobby only 
watch through 
windows in 
lobby Yes Yes

Home Team Enters First, benches at far end of rink. 25 on ice 50 max,Refs 
and time keepes are included in the count. Doors 20 min before and then 
locked

Wilmot/Ayr Plattsville Arena 25
1 parent/guardian 
per player N/A 25 per ice, + 2 coaches 

They do not have a set 
number Stands only Yes Yes

Dressing Rooms are open.  Players can come 35 minutes prior 
up until 15 minutes prior to game.  They are able to fully change 
at rink.  They must vacate dressing within 30 minutes.  Prior to 
game players are to stay in changeroom until buzzed onto the 
ice.  12 max in changeroom, spots are marked for sitting.  
Rooms are completely sanitized in between uses.  Ref 

Twin Centre Wellesley 22 players 1 N/A 3 masked staff
They do not have a set 
number Stands only yes Yes

Spectators and visiting team will be required to fill out the 
Township screening at the arena

Doors open 15min before ice time. Lobby is not available to spectators.  
Parents that need to assist in tying a childs skate may do so but must leave 
and head back to the spectator area in the arena.

Kitchener All Arenas 22 players 1 per player N/A Min 2, Max 5 masked 4 bench

Standing 
rinkside in 
designated 
spots yes

Arrive 10 minutes before game time - must be partially/fully 
dressed, bag allowed, team official must show "rink 
ambassador" that the covid screening for all players and 
spectators is completed (for tracking purposes) , spectators 
must exit the rink right after the game In and outs are clearly marked and must be followed
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Cambridge SportsPark North & South 16-22(TBD)

1 per underage 
participant, no 
siblings

1 - Trainer\Hockey 
Mom

CrGHA - 3, typically 2 
coaches & 1 Trainer

11 Total players per 
team

Restaurant - 
socially 

distanced as 
paying 

customers, 
see note, 

some ice side 
standing room 
spaces may 

be made 
available

Yes for 
Trainer

Teams to hand in Contract tracing sheet for ALL 
Participants. Each first time participant needs to have the 
Buckingham Sports  COVID-19 Acknowledgment sheet 
completed and signed once prior to their 1st time time 

entering the building. http://esportsdesk.
com/media/leagues/6583/graphics/PDF/Protocols%

20Update%20Arena_Youth%20-%20Effective%20Sept%
207_2020.pdf  http://esportsdesk.

com/media/leagues/6583/graphics/PDF/Buckingham%
20Release.pdf

Obvioulsy big challenge here is specators as we just don’t have the 
space.  Now that the restaurant is open it helps a little but it is for 

paying customers only and we only have limited space for 
seating.  Most of your ice is on the South Rink which helps as we can 

get about 16 people seating along the glass, properly social distanced.  Parents 
can not be moving chairs around, they must sit in the designated 

spaces so perhaps a system would have to be set up with both teams 
of where spectators can sit.  I may be able to make it work where we 

allow a few more people to watch at ice level to potentially 
accommodate 1 specator per player.  However the spectators can only 

come in at game time and must go directly out to the rink area, they 
can not gather in the hallway downstairs or dressing room.  This 

accommodation would only be made for games, practices would be the 
same protocol.   With the increasing numbers in Ontario, staff are very 

concerned about the number of people permitted in the building so I 
need to create a safe environment for all.  We will need the support of 
the Roadrunners organization to ensure protocols are being followed 

so educating teams ahead of time definitely helps.

Cambridge Hespeler 1 - 2 25

1 per underage 
participant, no 
siblings

1 - Trainer\Hockey 
Mom

CrGHA - 3, typically 2 
coaches & 1 Trainer

6 players, back up 
goalie in Box Stands

Yes for 
Trainer

Teams to hand in Contract tracing sheet for ALL 
Participants

Cambridge Galt 25

1 per underage 
participant, no 
siblings

1 - Trainer\Hockey 
Mom

CrGHA - 3, typically 2 
coaches & 1 Trainer

6 players, back up 
goalie in Box Stands

Not usable for 
both benches

Teams to hand in Contract tracing sheet for ALL 
Participants

Cambridge Galt 25

1 per underage 
participant, no 
siblings

1 - Trainer\Hockey 
Mom

CrGHA - 3, typically 2 
coaches & 1 Trainer

6 players, back up 
goalie in Box Stands

Not usable for 
both benches

Teams to hand in Contract tracing sheet for ALL 
Participants

Cambridge Duncan MacIntosh 25

1 per underage 
participant, no 
siblings

1 - Trainer\Hockey 
Mom

CrGHA - 3, typically 2 
coaches & 1 Trainer

5 players, back up 
goalie in Box Stands

Not usable for 
both benches

Teams to hand in Contract tracing sheet for ALL 
Participants


